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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Wired IP Cameras Axis Communications.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001

        The user manual for the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Wired IP Cameras.
        


        Designed for both indoor and outdoor use, the M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome Network Camera from Axis features a 1.27mm fixed lens that provides a variety of views, including a 360° overview, a 270° corner view, and various 180° panoramic views, as well as quad views. Digital pan, tilt, and zoom options enhance the camera's versatility, allowing it to focus on four individually cropped and dewarped view areas. The camera contains a removable infrared-cut filter for functioning in a wide range of light conditions, enabling both day and night operation. Offering a video resolution of 5MP at 12 fps, the camera can simultaneously send multiple streams of data in H.264 compression and MJPEG formats for a minimum of storage and bandwidth use. This recorded footage can be saved locally for later viewing by using the in-camera memory slot, which can accommodate a microSD card up to 64GB.

 The integrated microphone and speaker provide full duplex audio, echo cancellation, and noise-reduction features while supporting Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for compatibility with IP phone systems. The camera also offers video motion detection, an active tampering alarm, and support for intelligent video applications, such as people-counting and cross-line detection. Designed to work on the AXIS Camera Application Platform, the camera can be coupled with a compatible ONVIF-compliant recorder for viewing your recorded footage and making desired recording adjustments. IP66 and IK10-rated, the camera is vandal-resistant and weatherproof, and it can withstand high levels of impact. The included 6.6' network cable and mounting template are designed to enable easy installation on either a wall or ceiling.        
      
	        
        If you own a Axis Communications wired ip cameras and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001:
  Specifications
   	 Camera 
	 Image Sensor Device 	 1/3.2" CMOS progressive scan, RGB 
	 Lens Type 	 1.27mm fixed lens 
	 Aperture 	 f/2.0 
	 Angle of View 	 Horizontal: 187°
 Vertical: 168° 
	 Minimum Illumination 	 Color: 0.3 to 200000 lux
 B/W: 0.06 lux 
	 Shutter Time 	 1/24500 s to 2 s 
	 Adjustments 	 Rotation: 360° 

 	 Video 
	 Video Compression 	 H.264 main and baseline profile (MPEG-4 Part 10/AVC)
 MJPEG 
	 Resolution 	 Overview: 2592 x 1944 (5 MP) to 160 x 120
 Panorama: 1920 x 720 to 320 x 120
 270° corner, right and left: 1920 x 720 to 320 x 120
 Double panorama: 1920 x 1440 to 160 x 120
 270° corner, right and left: 1920 x 1440 to 160 x 120
 Quad view: 1920 x 1440 to 160 x 120
 View area 1-4: 1920 x 1440 to 160 x 90 
	 Frame Rate 	 12 fps in 360° overview and panoramic views
 10 fps when streaming 4 dewarped view areas and one 360° overview in VGA 
	 Video Streaming 	 Multiple, individually configurable streams in H.264 and Motion JPEG
 Controllable frame rate and bandwidth, VBR/MBR H.264 
	 Multi-stream 	 360° overview, dewarped panorama, double panorama, 270° corner and quad views, up to 4 individually cropped-out and dewarped view areas. 
	 Image Settings 	 Compression, color, brightness, sharpness, contrast, white balance, exposure control, exposure zones, backlight compensation, WDR dynamic contrast, fine-tuning of behavior at low light, rotation: 0°, 180°, text and image overlay, privacy mask, mirroring of images 
	 Rotation 	 Digital PTZ of view areas, preset positions, guard tours
 Digital PT of panorama, double panorama, 270° corner and quad views 

 	 Audio 
	 Audio Streaming 	 Two-way, full duplex
 Echo cancellation and noise reduction 
	 Audio Compression 	 AAC-LC 8/16 kHz, G.711 PCM 8 kHz, G.726 ADPCM 8 kHz
 Configurable bit rate 
	 Audio Input/Output 	 Input: Built-in microphone (can be disabled)
 Output: Built-in speaker, 84 dB (at 20.0" / 0.5 m) 

 	 Network 
	 Security 	 Password protection, IP address filtering, HTTPS encryption, IEEE 802.1X network access control, digest authentication, user access log 
	 Supported Protocols 	 IPv4/v6, HTTP, HTTPS, SSL/TLS, QoS Layer 3 DiffServ, FTP, CIFS/SMB, SMTP, Bonjour, UPnPTM, SNMP v1/v2c/v3(MIB-II),DNS, DynDNS, NTP, RTSP, RTP, SFTP, TCP, UDP, IGMP, RTCP, ICMP, DHCP, ARP, SOCKS, SSH, SIP 

 	 System Integration 
	 Application Programming Interface 	 Open API for software integration, including VAPIX and AXIS Camera Application Platform
 Axis Video Hosting System (AVHS) with One-Click Camera Connection
 ONVIF Profile S
 Support for Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for integration with Voice over IP (VoIP) systems, peer to peer or integrated with SIP/PBX 
	 Intelligent Video 	 Video motion detection, active tampering alarm, audio detection, support for AXIS Camera Application Platform enabling installation of AXIS Video Motion Detection 3, AXIS Cross Line Detection and third-party applications 
	 Event Trigger 	 Analytics, external input, edge storage events, call 
	 Event Action 	 File upload: FTP, HTTP, network share and email
 Notification: email, HTTP, TCP, SNMP trap
 External output activation
 Video recording to edge storage
 Pre- and post-alarm video buffering
 PTZ preset, guard tour
 Overlay text, make call 
	 Data Streaming 	 Event data 
	 Installation Aids in Software 	 Pixel counter 

 	 General 
	 Memory 	 512 MB (RAM)
 128 MB (Flash) 
	 Memory Card Slot 	 microSDHC/microSDXC
 Up to 64 GB 
	 Power 	 PoE IEE 802.3af and 802.3at Type 1 Class 3 
	 Wattage 	 Maximum: 5.1 W; Typical: 3.4 W 
	 Connectors 	 1 x Male RJ45 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX PoE 
	 Operating Temperature & Humidity 	 Temperature: -22 to 122°F (-30 to 50°C)
 Humidity: 10 to 100% RH condensing 
	 Dimensions 	 5.2 x 5.2 x 2.9" / 13.2 x 13.2 x 7.4 cm 
	 Weight 	 1.6 lb / 0.7 kg 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 2.3 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 7.7 x 6.3 x 5.2" 

 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new wired ip cameras, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Axis Communications users keep a unique electronic library
        for Axis Communications wired ip camerass,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the wired ip cameras.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Axis Communications service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001. User manuals are also
        available on the Axis Communications website under Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Wired IP Cameras.

      






      
      
      
      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001 - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 

Post new comment/question/response regarding the Axis Communications M3037-PVE 5MP Day/Night Dome 0548-001      
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              If you would like to receive a response to your comment, don’t forget to include your e-mail address.
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	Current discussions
	
Most recently discussed products:

tamron TC - Tamron 1.4x SP Pro Teleconverter for Nikon AF AF14PN-700
Posted by: john
2024-03-18 23:54:19

tamron TC manual...
 Leupold VX -1 3-9x40mm - Leupold  VX-1 3-9x40 Riflescope 113874
Posted by: Ross G Sadler
2024-03-18 03:32:18

Please email me the instruction manual for the above scope either as a pdf attachment or as a doc attachment so I can download the document directly without installing an app or any other program. Thank you....
mr - Soundcraft Technical Manual for the MH2 ZM0325-01
Posted by: elvin
2024-03-16 11:53:59

i need it...
Power - TP-Link  AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender RE200
Posted by: Tim
2024-03-16 11:01:07

Can I plug this thing into a 220v outlet in the philippines?...
Connecting to an Android or Windows computer - Koss  BTS1 Portable Bluetooth Speaker 187155
Posted by: Paula Turzy
2024-03-14 19:26:52

Does this speaker only connect to iPhones?  I cannot connect via bluetooth to an Android phone or a windows computer. I can connect other devices to those 2 with no problem.  Just not the Koss BTS1 speaker....
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